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h i g h l i g h t s
� Upwind barrier reduces downwind near-road pollutant concentrations.
� Dispersion model accounts for upwind barrier.
� Recirculation behind barrier pushes emissions upwind.
� Can be as effective as downwind barrier.
� Increases impact of downwind barrier.
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a b s t r a c t

We propose a dispersion model to estimate the impact of a solid noise barrier upwind of a highway on air
pollution concentrations downwind of the road. The model, based on data fromwind tunnel experiments
conducted by Heist et al. (2009), assumes that the upwind barrier has two main effects: 1) it creates a
recirculation zone behind the barrier that sweeps the emissions from the highway back towards the wall,
and 2) it enhances vertical dispersion and initial mixing. By combining the upwind barrier model with
the mixed wake model for a downwind barrier described in Schulte et al. (2014), we are able to model
dispersion of emissions from a highway with noise barriers on both sides. The model provides a good
description of measurements made in the wind tunnel. The presence of an upwind barrier causes re-
ductions in concentrations relative to those measured downwind of a road with no barriers. The
reduction can be as large as that caused by a downwind barrier if the recirculation zone covers the width
of the highway. Barriers on both sides of the highway result in larger reductions downwind of the
barriers than those caused by a single barrier either upwind or downwind. As expected, barrier effects
are small beyond 10 barrier heights downwind of the highway. We also propose a tentative model to
estimate on-road concentrations within the recirculation zone induced by the upwind barrier.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Several field and laboratory studies indicate that noise barriers
next to roads reduce near-road concentration of pollutants emitted
by vehicles. Because these barriers are designed to reduce the
impact of road noise on adjacent residential areas, they can be
located on both sides of the road or only on one side. In this paper,
we refer to a barrier as “upwind” if the road is downwind of the
barrier when the wind blows across the road. It is referred to as
atram).
“downwind” otherwise.
A field study near interstate I-440, Raleigh, North Carolina,

showed that the presence of a downwind noise barrier can reduce
concentrations of CO and PM number by up to 50% downwind of
the barrier (Baldauf et al., 2008). A study at the Idaho National
Laboratory that released a tracer gas, sulfur hexafluoride, from a
line source upwind of a barrier (Finn et al., 2010) showed similar
reductions in tracer concentrations downwind of the barrier under
all meteorological conditions. A wind tunnel study examined the
effect of different configurations including downwind solid bar-
riers, upwind barriers, depressed highways, and elevated highways
on near-road pollutant concentrations and found that all of these
configurations result in reductions of near-road concentrations
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Fig. 1. Layout of the wind tunnel study (Heist et al., 2007).
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compared to those for a flat roadway with no barriers except for an
elevated highway where the source is elevated on a sloped
embankment. (Heist et al., 2009).

These results from field and laboratory studies are supported by
simulations using a Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model,
which shows that downwind roadside barriers result in reduced
concentrations behind the barrier (Hagler et al., 2011). Steffens et al.
(2014) developed a CFDmodel based on Large-Eddy Simulation and
found that roadside barriers, elevated highways, depressed high-
ways, and combinations of these configurations reduced near-road
concentrations. Schulte et al. (2014) developed a semi-empirical
model to estimate concentrations in the presence of a downwind
barrier and evaluated it with data from the Idaho Falls experiment
(Finn et al., 2010) and wind tunnel data (Heist et al., 2009). How-
ever, none of these modeling studies examined the impact of single
barriers upwind of the road, or barriers on both sides of the road.

In this paper, we propose a semi-empirical model to estimate
the effects of upwind barriers on near-road pollutant concentra-
tions. The impact of barriers on both sides of the highway is
modeled using the upwind barrier model in combination with the
mixed-wakemodel (Schulte et al., 2014) formulated to estimate the
effect of a downwind barrier. The models are evaluated using the
data collected by Heist et al. (2009) in a wind tunnel study. These
semi-empirical models are useful because they capture the
fundamental physics governing the effects of solid barriers on the
dispersion of pollutants, and yet are anchored to observations
through frameworks that facilitate application to real-world
situations.
2. Wind tunnel measurements

Heist et al. (2009) conducted a wind tunnel study to examine
the near-road impact of emissions from a simulated six-lane
divided highway modeled at 1:150 scale. They considered twelve
roadway configurations (Table 1), including seven with solid noise
barriers at different heights and locations, Five of the seven barrier
cases are used in this examination of upwind barrier effects. The
study was conducted in the meteorological wind tunnel at U.S.
EPA's Fluid Modeling Facility (Snyder, 1979). The wind tunnel test
section measures 370 cm wide by 210 cm high and 1830 cm long
(Fig. 1). The boundary layer wind profile was generated with a
combination of Irwin spires (Irwin,1981) at the inlet and roughness
blocks arrayed on the floor to condition the flow to simulate a
typical atmospheric boundary layer profile. The typical barrier
height, H, at full scale was 6 m. Four cases, G, L, J, and K, involved
only upwind barriers. Case I examined two 6 m barriers, one on
each side of the highway. All of the cases used a neutral boundary
Table 1
Case descriptions in the wind tunnel study.

Case Description

A Flat terrain
B Elevated source, 1H, 30� walls
C Depressed source, 1H, 90� walls
D Depressed source, 1.5H, 90� walls
E Depressed source, 1H, 30� walls
F Depressed source, 1H, 30� walls with noise barriers,

1H tall at upwind and downwind edges.
G Noise barrier, 1H tall, at upwind edge of the road
H Noise barrier, 1H tall, at downwind edge of the road
I Noise barriers, 1H tall, at upwind and downwind edges of the road
J Noise barrier, 1.5H tall, at upwind edge of the road
K Noise barrier, 1H tall, 1H upwind of upwind edge of the road
L Noise barrier, 1H tall, 2H upwind of upwind edge of the road
layer with a surface roughness, z0 ¼ 0:52 cm (0.78 m full scale), and
a friction velocity, u* ¼ 0:3m

s and a displacement height d ¼ 5:4 cm
(8.1 m full scale). A near-neutrally-buoyant tracer gas (ethane) was
released from six lines along the roadway, and downwind con-
centration samples were collected through tubes mounted on the
wind tunnel carriage system. Tracer concentrations were measured
using hydrocarbon analyzers (flame ionization detectors) to form
concentration profiles. Velocity measurements were obtained with
a two-component laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) system.
2.1. Upwind barrier cases

Fig. 2 shows the configuration of each upwind barrier case
modeled in Heist et al. (2009). Dimensions are in full scale.

Fig. 3, which depicts the velocity profiles for the two single
barrier cases, G and H, shows that the length of the recirculation
zone behind the barrier is about 6 barrier heights. Note that H
corresponds to a single barrier located downwind of the road. As
expected, the velocity field around a single barrier does not depend
on its location.

However, as Fig. 4 shows, the recirculation zone extends 4
barrier heights behind the upwind barrier when there are two
barriers on both sides of the highway. This observation is used in
formulating the model for dispersion in the presence of two bar-
riers. This is consistent with studies (Becker et al., 2002; Schulman
et al., 2000) that show that the extent of the recirculation zone
depends on the height of the barrier, the width of the road, the
aspect ratio, and the type of boundary layer.
3. Barrier models

3.1. Upwind barrier model

We see from the wind tunnel measurements, shown in Figs. 3
and 4, that the flow in the recirculation zone is directed towards
the upwind barrier close to the highway surface. This flow trans-
ports the pollutants emitted within the recirculation zone towards
the barrier in the upwind direction. This feature is also observed in
street canyons on the leeward side of the street and is incorporated
in the Operational Street PollutionModel (OSPM, Berkowicz, 2000).
In the proposed model, we assume that the emissions on the
highway that are covered by the recirculation zone originate from a



Fig. 2. Different upwind barrier configurations, a) case G, b) case I, c) case L, d) case J, and e) case K.
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line source located on the upwind barrier at half the height of the
barrier. The sources outside the recirculation zone contribute
directly to the downwind receptors (See Fig. 5).
We model the concentration associated with the line source
using the approximation proposed by Venkatram and Horst (2006):



Fig. 3. Wind velocity vectors in the presence of a solid barrier for case G and case H
from the wind tunnel data. Dimensions are shown in barrier height (H) and the up-
wind barrier is located at x

H ¼ 0.

Fig. 4. Wind velocity vectors in the presence of two solid barriers for case I from the
wind tunnel data. Dimensions are multiples of barrier height (H) and the upwind
barrier is located at x

H ¼ 0.

Fig. 5. Recirculation zone and direct contr
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Where q is the emission rate per unit of length and q is the angle of
the wind direction perpendicular to the line source. In this equa-
tion, x is the downwind distance from the line source, z is the re-
ceptor height, zs is the source height, sz is vertical plume spread, h
is the source height, and UðzÞ is the wind speed evaluated at the
effective plume centerline height, z, defined by:

z ¼

Z ∞

0
zCyðx; zÞdzZ ∞

0
Cyðx; zÞdz

(2)

The height of this line source is taken to be half of the barrier
height. The sources outside the recirculation are treated as line
sources at ground-level at various distances from the receptor
(Fig. 5). The effect of the downwind barrier on these sources is
described in Schulte et al. (2014). This model, referred to as the
mixed-wake model, assumes that the concentration is uniform
below barrier height, which results in the following expression for
the near surface concentration, Cs:

Cs ¼ q

UðzÞcosq
ffiffiffi
p
2

q
szðx=cosq Þ þ U

�
H
2

�
Hcosq

(3)

Where x is the downwind distance from the line source, H is the

barrier height, and U
�
H
2

�
is the wind speed at half of the barrier

height. The model was evaluated using wind tunnel data (Heist
et al., 2009) and tracer study data (Finn et al., 2010), and showed
good performance with measurements.

Plume spreads are calculated using the following equations:

sz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sz2p þ sz20

q
(4)

Where sz0 is the initial vertical plume spread and szp is calculated
using the following equations (Venkatram et al., 2013):
ibution in the upwind barrier model.
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here u* is the surface friction velocity, L is the Monin-Obukhov
length, and a accounts for increased rate of plume spread caused
by the barrier. It has the following form (Schulte et al., 2014):

a ¼ 1þ bðUðHÞ=u*Þ2

1þ
�

x
20H

�1=2 (6)

The empirical constant b is set to 0.035 to fit with measure-
ments. We assume that initial vertical spread of plume, sz0 , induced
by the barrier is related to the barrier height through sz0 ¼ bH
(Venkatram, 2013). b ¼ 0:25 was selected to fit the measurements.
The effects of two barriers, one upwind of the source and one
downwind of the source, on dispersion is modeled by assuming
that the effects from upwind and downwind models are indepen-
dent and can be thus added linearly.

Part b of Figs. 6e9 compare ground-level concentrations
measured in a wind tunnel study with corresponding model esti-
mates. Model performance is measured using the following sta-
tistics of the ratios of the observed tomeasured concentrations: the
geometric mean ðmgÞ, the standard deviation ðsgÞ, the fraction be-
tween 0.5 and 2 (fac2) (Venkatram, 2008). We also calculate the

correlation coefficient ðr2Þ between model estimates and
Fig. 6. a) Barrier configuration, b) comparison of model estimates with observed concentra
system used in modeling is shown.
corresponding measurements of ground-level concentrations.
Observed concentrations are normalized to yield non-dimensional

concentrations c ¼ CUr
Q

LxLy

, where C is the concentration with back-

ground subtracted, Ur is reference wind speed, Q is volumetric
effluent rate, Lx is the along wind dimension of the roadway
segment, and Ly is lateral length of the source segment.

We see that the simple model provides an excellent description
of both the magnitudes as well as the spatial distributions of the
measured concentrations.

Part c of Figs. 6e9 compares concentrations measured at
different downwind distances behind the barrier with corre-
sponding model estimates. Since the pollutants coming from the
recirculation zone are modeled as a single line source at the barrier
location, the concentrations at the receptors within the recircula-
tion zone are computed using a different model discussed later.
Distances are measured from the edge of the highway for all the
cases except case J which is from the end of recirculation zone at 9
barrier heights downwind of the upwind barrier. In case G, the
model underestimates the concentration by 7 percent at the first
receptor but shows better performance at further downwind dis-
tances. For case L, the model also underestimates concentrations at
the first receptor by about 8 percent and performs better for further
downwind distances. In case J, the model underestimates concen-
tration at the first receptor by 9 percent and shows good agreement
at rest of downwind distances. On the other hand, for case K, the
model overestimates concentrations at all of the downwind dis-
tances. The difference between the model estimate and measured
value is 18 percent at the first receptor and gradually becomes
smaller at further downwind distances.
tions, c) performance of model in describing spatial gradients for case G. Co-ordinate



Fig. 7. a) Barrier configuration, b) comparison of model estimates with observed concentrations, c) performance of the model in describing spatial gradients for case L.

Fig. 8. a) Barrier configuration, b) comparison of model estimates with observed concentrations, c) performance of the model in describing spatial gradients for case J.
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3.2. Barriers on both sides of the highway

Case I in the wind tunnel measurements has barriers at both
sides of the highway. Wind profiles are shown in Fig. 4. The recir-
culation zone behind the upwind barrier extends for about 4 barrier
heights, which is shorter than the previous case when only one
barrier was present. The portion of the highway within this recir-
culation zone is modeled with the upwind barrier model and the
rest of the highway is modeled using the mixed-wake model.

Fig. 10 shows the model performance with two barriers. The
model shows good performance in general.



Fig. 9. a) Barrier configuration, b) comparison of model estimates with observed concentrations, c) performance of the model in describing spatial gradients for case K.

Fig. 10. a) Barrier configuration, b) comparison of model estimates with observed concentrations, c) performance of model in describing spatial gradients for case I.
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4. Sensitivity of the model to the height and width of road

4.1. Upwind barrier

Here we estimate the effect of the upwind barrier in reducing
near-road ground-level concentrations relative to the no barrier
case. The barrier was located right at the upwind edge of the
highway. Three barrier heights were selected, 3 m, 6 m, and 9 m, to
represent the range of typical barrier heights.

Fig. 11 shows the spatial concentration variation for the three



Fig. 11. Model estimates of concentration profiles for upwind barrier with different
heights and comparison with measurements. Distances are measured from highway's
median.

Fig. 12. Sensitivity of the model to increasing highway width. Concentrations are
calculated at different distances of x ¼ 10H, x ¼ 15H, and x ¼ 20H from the center of
highway. H ¼ 6 m.
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barrier heights relative to the no barrier case as a function of x/H
and x, the downwind distance to compare the effect of different
heights, the concentration reduction was considered at two
different distances. The first receptor was at x ¼ 60 m to exclude
the largest recirculation zone extending 54 m for the 9 m barrier.
The reduction caused by the 3 m barrier is 26 percent. The 6 m
barrier results in a reduction of 44 percent and the 9 m barrier
results in a 60 percent reduction. For the 3 m barrier, the recircu-
lation zone covers half of the highway and shifts the emitted
pollutant to the barrier location. The emissions outside the recir-
culation zone have a direct effect on the near road concentrations.
In the 6 m and 9 m barrier cases, the recirculation zone covers all of
the highway and the difference between concentration gradients
are only caused by different initial vertical plume spreads and
source heights.

The other receptor is at x ¼ 240m or 40 barrier heights. The
reduction for 3 m barrier is only 16 percent at this distance
compared with the no barrier case. The reductions for the 6 m and
9 m barriers are 26 percent and 35 percent respectively. As ex-
pected, the effect of the barrier on reducing concentrations in-
creases with barrier height, and weakens with downwind distance.

Next, we examined the sensitivity of the model to increasing the
highway width. If the recirculation zone covers the whole highway,
we see a large reduction comparing to the no barrier case.
Increasing the highway width results in reducing the upwind bar-
rier effect because a greater fraction of the emissions lies outside
the recirculation zone. Fig. 12 shows the sensitivity of the model to
increasing the highway width (W). The concentrations are
normalized with the no barrier concentration corresponding to the
same highway width.
Fig. 13. Model estimates of concentration profiles in presence of barriers on both sides
of the highway with different barrier heights and comparison with measurements.
Distances are measured from highway's median.
4.2. Barriers on both sides of the highway

Three different barrier heights are considered to estimate the
sensitivity of themodel in the presence of two barriers (Fig.13). The
heights are 3m, 6m, and 9m. The reductions caused by barriers are
calculated at two different distances. At x ¼ 60 m, the 3 m barriers
cause a 37 percent reduction, the 6 m barriers cause a 49 percent
reduction, and the 9 m barriers cause a 66 percent reduction. At
x ¼ 240 m, the 3 m barriers cause only a 17 percent reduction, the
6 m barriers cause a 27 percent reduction, and the 9 m barriers
cause a 36% reduction. The effect of two 3m barriers at both sides of
the road is larger than that for one upwind barrier case, while for
the 6 m barriers, one or two barriers have almost the same effect.

5. Effects of upwind, downwind, and two barriers on
downwind concentrations

Here we compare the effects of different barrier configurations
on concentrations downwind of the road. The first configuration is
an upwind barrier, which is modeled using the proposed upwind
barrier model. The second configuration is a downwind barrier,
which is modeled using the mixed-wake model, and the last
configuration considers barriers on both sides of the road.

Fig. 14-a compares the measured surface concentration varia-
tions behind the barrier for three different configurations with
those associated with the no barrier case. The downwind edge of
the highway is at x ¼ 18 m (3 barrier heights), where the height of
barrier for all the cases is 6 m.

The presence of two barriers on both sides of the road causes a
76 percent reduction compared to the no barrier case at one barrier
height downwind of the edge of the highway (4 barrier heights or
24 m downwind of the center of the highway). This reduction is 14
percent at 40 barrier heights (240 m). The effects of either upwind
or downwind barriers are similar. An upwind or downwind barrier



Fig. 14. a) Observed and b) modeled concentration gradients for different barrier configurations. Distances are measured from highway's median.
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results in about 70 percent reduction at x ¼ 24 and around 20
percent at x ¼ 240m. The concentrations are close to each other at
downwind distances beyond 10 barrier heights for all three
configurations.

Fig. 14 indicates that the model yields the variation of concen-
trations similar to that of the measured concentrations. The largest
concentration reductions occur for the two barrier case, and the
reductions for the one barrier case, either upwind or downwind,
are similar. The model predicts a 72 percent reduction for upwind
or downwind barriers and a 78 percent reduction in presence of
two barriers at both sides of the highway.

The effects of upwind and downwind barriers individually are
very close to each other in the wind tunnel. The reason is that in an
upwind barrier case, the most effective factor for concentration
reduction is the length of recirculation zone. If the recirculation
zone covers all of the highway width, which was the case in the
wind tunnel study, the barrier has a marked effect on concentration
reductions. This is because all of the emissions from the highway
are transported towards the upwind barrier. This effect not only
shifts the source further from the receptor, but also results in more
vertical mixing and pollution dilution.
6. Model for on-road concentrations

The upwind barrier model presented does not estimate con-
centrations within the recirculation zone where the near surface
flow is towards the upwind barrier. Here we present a tentative
model to estimate concentrations within this region. Consider a
road in which the upwind barrier induces a recirculation zone that
extends a distance Wr from the upwind barrier.

We assume that the flow inside this zone carries pollutants
towards the barrier in plumes originating from an area source of
width Wr , as shown in Fig. 15. Consider a section of the road with
Fig. 15. Schematic illustrating flows assu
width dp at a distance p from the upwind barrier. The surface
concentration associated with this source at a receptor at a distance
x from the barrier is (Venkatram et al., 2013):

dC ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

r
q
W

dp
1

szU
(7)

where sz is evaluated at a distance ðp� xÞ from the source. q is the
emission rate per unit length of the road, andW is the total width of
the road. The plume spread associated with atmospheric turbu-
lence is given by the neutral expression:

ffiffiffi
p
2

q
uðzÞsz ¼ au*x where

a ¼ 0:71 (Venkatram et al., 2013). We then write

ffiffiffi
p

2

r
szU ¼ au*ðp� xÞ þ h0U (8)

Here h0 is the initial plume spread induced by vehicle motion.
Inserting Equation (8) into Equation (7) and integrating between
the limits x and Wr yields the expression for the surface concen-
tration contributed by the emissions traveling towards the upwind
barrier:

CdðxÞ ¼
q

Wau*
ln
�
1þ au*ðWr � xÞ

h0U

�
when x � Wr (9)

The velocity, U, is evaluated at h0 ¼ 1:5m. The concentration
estimate from Equation (9) is added to the contribution from
Equation (1), corresponding to the line source on the upwind
barrier.

Model estimates are compared with data from case G which
simulated a six-lane highway using line sources consisting of small
holes. Blocks with dimensions of 0:6� 0:6� 1:2 cm
(0:7� 0:9� 1:8m in real scale) were placed in front of them to
enhance near road turbulence. The first receptor in the roadway
med in the on-road barrier model.



Fig. 16. a) Comparison of modeled with observed values and b) Modeled and observed concentration gradient on the roadway for case G.
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was at 0.3 times the barrier height above the surface. We assume
that the surface concentration is the same as the concentration
measured at 0.3 H in the turbulent recirculation zone.

Fig. 16 compares the modeled surface concentrations and
measurements at 0.3 H above the surface for Case G. The correlation
between the modeled and observed values is clearly not as good as
that for the estimates downwind of the road. However, the con-
centration estimates are reasonable, within a factor of two of the
observations, considering the complexity of the dispersion pro-
cesses within the cavity of the upwind barrier.

7. Conclusions

A solid barrier at the upwind edge of a highway has significant
effects on dispersion of traffic produced emissions. It produces two
effects that reinforce each other in reducing downwind concen-
trations relative to those in the absence of the barrier: it creates a
recirculation zone behind the barrier that sweeps the emissions
upwind towards the barrier, and at the same time enhances vertical
dispersion. We have presented a model to account for these effects.

The model considers the emission sources within the recircu-
lation zone as a single line source at the barrier location and as-
sumes that the initial vertical plume spread is a fraction of the
barrier height. By combining this model with the mixed-wake
model for the downwind barrier, we are able to simulate the situ-
ation with two barriers on both sides of the highway. The models
were evaluated with data from the EPAwind tunnel study data and
showed generally good agreement with measured values.

The presence of an upwind barrier results in a reduction of
downwind concentrations relative to the no barrier case. This
reduction increases rapidly with barrier height especially when the
height reaches the level at which the recirculation zone covers the
entire width of the highway. These results suggest that an upwind
barrier that results in a recirculation zone covering the width of a
highway can be almost as effective as a downwind barrier. For a
single, solid barrier, this width is 6 times the barrier height; for two
barriers this width is 4 times the barrier height.

Barriers on both sides of the highway result in a larger con-
centration reduction than either an upwind or a downwind barrier.
Beyond 10 barrier heights downwind of the two barriers, the re-
ductions caused by the three configurations are similar.

Although the model presented here includes the effects of at-
mospheric stability and near-parallel wind directions, it has only
been tested with data from the wind tunnel under neutral condi-
tions when the wind direction is perpendicular to the road. Its
applicability to other conditions requires further evaluation with
field data.

Disclaimer

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). This paper has been subjected to EPA re-
view and approved for publication.
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